Testicular Germ Cell Tumors: Serological and Immunohistochemical Diagnosis
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Abstract

This review deals with serologic and immunohistochemical tumor markers used in clinical laboratories for the diagnosis of testicular germ cell tumors. Time tested serologic markers such as alpha-fetoprotein, human chorionic gonadotropin, and lactate dehydrogenase are routinely used in the work-up of patients with testicular tumors. Professional organizations regulating the practice of medicine in most countries worldwide require that the laboratory values for these serologic reactants be included in the pathology reports on testicular tumors as part of the tumor staging process. Immunohistochemical markers of testicular germ have been identified and widely tested during the first two decades of the XXI century. We have selected the most useful immunohistochemical markers from a few of these markers and discussed them in this review. Conclusion. Published data show that testicular tumor markers are widely used in routine practice. The study of tumor markers has improved the pathologic and clinical diagnosis of testicular germ cell tumors and has thus contributed to their treatment.
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Introduction

Lecturing for many years to medical students about testicular tumors, I adopted the same principle that the U.S. Navy applied to the design of new weapons in the 1960's. This principle is best known as KISS, an acronym, which stands for “keep it simple, stupid” (1).

Using the KISS principle, in these simplified lectures, I would tell my students that testicular tumors are “more than 90 percent tumors”:

- More than 90% are malignant;
- More than 90% are of germ cell origin and thus classified as germ cell tumors (GCT);
- More than 90% sporadic (i.e., not related to exogenous or endogenous or genetic factors);
- More than 90% are diagnosed in adult males in the 20-45 years age group and
- More than 90% of patients have long-term survival and most are cured by modern therapeutic approaches.

Even though testicular tumors account for only 1% of malignant neoplasms in males, they have become a poster example of malignant tumors that can be cured by combining surgery, chemotherapy, and, if need be, radiation therapy, as reviewed in several recent publications (2-5). These tumors, which have previously accounted for significant cancer related mortality in adult men, who were in the most productive period of their lives were literally conquered by modern medicine.

The study of serologic and immunohistochemical tumor markers, to be reviewed here, has contributed to diagnosis and treatment of GCT.

Clinicopathologic Classification

Pathology has made significant contributions to this modern medicine paradigmatic success sto-
It all began with the groundbreaking study of Friedman and Moore (6), who examined more than 900 testicular tumors diagnosed in soldiers of the U.S. Armed Forces during World War II. The basic tenets of that study were subsequently confirmed and expanded in numerous clinicopathologic studies. Widely accepted worldwide, these classifications were disseminated in the atlases of the Armed forces Institute of Pathology (AFIP) and included in consecutive classifications of the World Health Organization (WHO), the latest of which was published in 2016 (7).

Histopathologic classification of testicular tumors is primarily based on the histogenesis of these tumors. Even though testicular tumors’ exact histogenesis has not been fully elucidated, all the data indicate that most neoplasm can be traced to the germ cell line and its early embryonic and fetal precursors (8-11). Subclassification of germ cell tumors is essential, primarily because of the biological and clinical differences between seminoma on one hand side and mixed germ cell tumors, also known clinically as “nonseminomas” or “nonseminomatous germ cell tumors (NSGCT)” on the other (7).

According to the most widely used classification of germ cell tumors, testicular GCT can be classified into three categories, which have distinct features: patients’ age, histologic characteristics, and molecular and cellular histogenesis (8, 11). Type I GCT include teratomas and yolk sac tumors of neonates and infants, which do not develop from a preexistent intratubular germ cell neoplasia in situ (GCNIS) (Figure 1). Type II GCT develop from preexistent GCNIS of the testis and include seminomas and mixed (nonseminomatous) germ cell tumors (also known as NSGCT), which develop mostly in adolescents and adults. Type III category of GCT includes only spermatocytic tumors (previously known as spermatocytic seminoma), which develop without a preinvasive GCNIS in older adults. Over 90% of all invasive GCT develop from GCNIS and belong to type II neoplasms.

Figure 1. Histogenetic classification of testicular germ cell tumors. Tumors may develop directly from intratubular germ cells or a preinvasive form of intratubular germ cell neoplasia in situ (GCNIS). Tumors that develop directly from germ cells include prepubertal teratoma and childhood yolk sac tumor, and spermatocytic tumor. Most invasive GCTs are classified as type II GCT that develop from GCNIS. GCNIS give rise to invasive malignant stem cells, which may be classified as embryonal carcinoma or seminoma. Seminoma is the most common GCT. The malignancy of seminoma cells may progress, and they become embryonal carcinoma. Embryonal carcinoma cells are the stem cells of mixed (nonseminomatous) germ cell tumors. In addition to their malignant stem cells (embryonal carcinoma), the components of these mixed germ cell tumors include teratoma, yolk sac, and choriocarcinoma. These components may grow clonally and give rise to pure teratoma, yolk sac tumor or choriocarcinoma.
Tumors originating from sex cord lineages or nonspecific stromal cells are less common (12-15). These tumors are mentioned only for the completeness of the presentation and will not be discussed in detail. Tumors originating from testicular adnexa, including rete testis, or tunica vaginalis (mesothelial cells) and some embryonic structures that normally involute during fetal life, such as müllerian ducts, are also quite rare (16-20). Metastatic tumors to the testis and lymphoma are rare but must be considered in the differential diagnosis, especially in elderly patients (21, 22).

Algorithms used by diagnostic pathologists are practice-proven thus straightforward and include the following questions sequentially:

1) Is this testicular lesion a neoplasm or something else?
2) If it is a neoplasm, is it a primary testicular/epididymal tumor or a metastasis?
3) If it is a primary tumor, is it originating from germ cells and their precursors, or from sex cord cells, stromal cells of adnexal structures, or embryonic
4) If the tumor is a GCT, is it a seminoma or NSGCT?
5) If the tumor is an NSGCT, its microscopic components must be identified and listed, such as embryonal carcinoma (EC), teratoma, yolk sac tumor (YST), or choriocarcinoma. For example, it is well known that the extent of embryonal carcinoma in an NSGCT determines the malignancies of such a tumor—the more EC, the more likely the tumor be more malignant. Seminoma elements may be found in 46.9% of mixed germ cell tumors (23), which are otherwise classified as NSGCT. However, the admixture of seminoma to NSGCT does not have any clinical significance.

As stated above, more than 90% of all testicular tumors are of germ cell origin. Accordingly, unless specified otherwise, most clinical and histopathologic problems encountered in the diagnostics and treatment of testicular tumors relate to germ cell tumors. As reported in a large recent study of more than 5 000 testicular tumors from North Rhein-Westphalia, Germany, 93.9% of all tumors were of germ cell origin (23). Approximately 5% of testicular tumors included in cancer registers and national statistics seem to be inadequately documented and cannot be appropriately classified (23). Novel or controversial new testicular tumor entities continuously appear in the literature and are not correctly classified, requiring additional studies (24-28).

**Tumor Markers**

Tumor markers used in clinical and pathologic practice can be classified as a) serologic markers secreted by or released from the tumor cells and readily detectable in serum, and b) cell-related markers detectable by immunohistochemistry or molecular biologic techniques applied to tumor tissue that was obtained by biopsy or surgical intervention. In this review, we will limit our discussion to tumor markers, which have proven their usefulness for diagnosing testicular tumors.

**Serologic Tumor Markers**

From the historical point of view, testicular tumors have played an important role in defining tumors markers, such as human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG) (29-31), alpha fetoprotein (AFP) (32-34), placental like alkaline phosphatase (34) and lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) (35). Serologic tumor markers AFP, hCG, and LDH are currently routinely used in testicular tumors’ clinical work-up and are included as part of the staging protocol for germ cell tumors (36-41), and are also used for formulating the prognosis after treatment (42).

**Human Chorionic Gonadotropin** (hCG) is produced by placental syncytiotrophoblasts during pregnancy (43). As a tumor marker, it is a reliable marker for choriocarcinoma originating from the placenta, as well as ovarian and testicular choriocarcinomas. Patients with mixed germ cell tumors containing choriocarcinoma elements are also positive for hCG (44).

hCG consist of two chains labeled alpha and beta (43). The alpha subunit of hCG has a molecular weight of approximately 14.5 kD. It is identi-
cal to the alpha subunit of three pituitary trophic hormones: two gonadotropins (FSH and LH) and thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH). The beta subunit (β-hCG) has a molecular weight of approximately 22.2 kD and is found only in hCG. It is encoded by the HCGB gene complex comprising seven HCGB genes that form a cluster on the long arm of chromosome 19 (45).

hCG detected in serum can be further subclassified depending on the analytical technique used. To improve the diagnostic value, proposals have been made to selectively look for these subtypes such as β-subunit hCG, β-core fragment hCG, and hyperglycosylated, nicked hCG. However, most laboratories report either regular intact hCG or β-hCG. Hyperglycosylated hCG is the form seen in choriocarcinoma.

β-hCG is measured routinely in the serum of testicular cancer patients. Elevated concentrations of β-hCG found in approximately 50% of patients with NSGCT (41). The serum levels of β-hCG vary depending on the tumor stage and the extent of choriocarcinoma elements in each tumor. Pure choriocarcinomas are always positive.

Immunohistochemistry with polyclonal or monoclonal antibodies to β-hCG is widely used in daily histopathology practice to identify choriocarcinoma cells in the tumor tissue. Since tumor cells secrete β-hCG into the plasma, it will often be seen inside the blood vessels of the tumor and permeating the tissues near the neoplastic choriocarcinoma cells.

Scattered syncytiotrophoblastic multinucleated giant cells can be seen in approximately 20% of seminomas. Patients who have such seminomas have elevated levels of hCG can be elevated in serum, albeit in concentrations that are much lower than those in patients with NSGCT (41).

The half-life of hCG in serum is 2-3 days. Accordingly, one can expect normalization of serum hCG in about 10-15 days (five half-lives) after removing the tumor. However, such a normalization does not exclude metastases composed of embryonal carcinoma cells, which do not produce hCG. Recurrence of NSGCT is associated with rising hCG levels in serum in approximately 25% of cases (41).

**Alpha Fetoprotein** is a 70kD protein normally found in fetal serum. In the early stages of intrauterine life, it is produced by the yolk sac and, after that by the fetal liver and parts of the gastrointestinal tract (46). The postnatal liver continues to secrete AFP, and therefore the serum levels of AFP remain elevated during infancy and even in early childhood. The AFP gene is located on the long arm of chromosome 4 (4q25) (47).

AFP is a widely used tumor marker, most useful in diagnosing hepatocellular carcinoma, NSGCT of the testis, yolk sac tumor of infancy and childhood, extragonadal germ cell tumors, and mixed germ cell tumors of the ovary. AFP is a reliable marker for yolk sac components of germ cell tumors in testicular and ovarian tumors. Overall, AFP is elevated in the serum of 25% of all patients with testicular germ cell tumors (41). In the subgroup of patients with NSGCT, serum AFP levels are elevated in 60% of cases (41).

The half-life of AFP is approximately 5–7 days, and therefore, one could expect the serum AFP to normalize 25–35 days (five half-lives) after orchiectomy for NSGCT (37, 44). False-positive results could result from liver injury related to chemotherapy or even some non-neoplastic liver diseases such as steatohepatitis or chronic viral hepatitis and cirrhosis. In patients receiving chemotherapy, tumor lysis syndrome may include elevated serum AFP levels, even though there are no viable tumor cells in the treated patient’s body. Three isoforms of AFP are known to appear in blood: L1 found in the serum of patients with non-neoplastic liver disease, L2 found in patients with yolk sac tumors, and L3 in patients with hepatocellular carcinoma (48). In routine clinical practice, these subtypes are of limited significance.

Immunohistochemistry with polyclonal or monoclonal antibodies is routinely used in the work-up testicular NSGCT, extragonadal germ cell tumors, and yolk sac tumors (49, 50). AFP is a useful marker for most forms of yolk sac tumors, even though some variants, such as parietal yolk sac tumor, are negative. This is important to keep in mind because AFP positive yolk sac rich tumors may undergo clonal evolution and transform into AFP
negative neoplasms (51). It is also important to note that AFP can be elevated in the serum of patients who have adenocarcinomas of the gastrointestinal tract and the upper aerodigestive system (37).

**Placental Alkaline Phosphatase** also known as Regan isoenzyme, is one of the four alkaline phosphatases (AP) typically found in the human tissues from which they are released into the circulation (52). Functionally, they are all hydrolases that have their optimal enzymatic activity in an alkaline milieu. Each of these four alkaline phosphatases is derived from a different organ and encoded by its gene. In addition to PLAP, other three forms are known as hepatic, bone and kidney AP, intestinal A.P., and placental like AP. PLAP is encoded by a gene on the long arm of chromosome 2 (2q37), which also contains the genes for placental-like and intestinal AP (53). PLAP gene is usually expressed in trophoblastic cells and fetal primordial germ cells. It is not expressed on normal spermatogenic cells of the adult testis. Monoclonal antibodies to PLAP and those specific for other isoenzymes of AP are available, making their immunohistochemical localization in tissue sections possible (54).

PLAP was initially considered a useful marker for seminoma. However, later on, it became evident that it is also expressed on the cells forming the intratubular GCNIS and embryonal carcinoma cells, yolk sac tumor, and choriocarcinoma. Accordingly, it is a useful tumor marker for testicular and ovarian, and extragonadal GCTs (54-56). Immunohistochemical studies with monoclonal antibodies disclosed that AP of testicular germ cell tumors could be either PLAP or placental-like isoenzyme (54), confounding the issue of specificity of PLAP as a tumor marker. Subsequent studies disclosed PLAP on some non-germ cell tumors. Furthermore, it was detected in the serum of smokers, which reduced its overall utility as a tumor marker (57). Antibodies to PLAP are still used in clinical laboratories but considerably less often than the newer reagents.

**Lactate Dehydrogenase** (LDH) is a ubiquitous enzyme present in nearly all human tissues, from which it is released into the serum (58). Structurally it is a tetramer composed of four subunits, the most common being LDH-M and LDH-H protein, encoded by two LDH genes, called LDHA and LDHB, respectively (59). Serum LDH and its main isoenzymes are routinely measured in clinical laboratories.

LDH is found inside the cell of most human tumors (60, 61) and is thus often measured in cancer patients. Due to its wide distribution in normal and neoplastic tissues, it cannot be used as a diagnostic tumor marker. Nevertheless, serum LDH values can be used as a valuable laboratory finding, reflecting tumor burden and invasiveness of neoplastic cells, and the extent of tumor spread and metastasis. In patients receiving chemotherapy, serum LDH can be used to monitor the residual total tumor mass and spontaneous and chemotherapy-induced tumor necrosis.

American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) staging system for testicular tumors (39) requires clinicians to record the serum levels of LDH at the time of diagnosis and periodically monitored them after surgical intervention and chemotherapy. In patients diagnosed with small tumors limited to the testis, serum LDH is within normal limits in 80-90% of cases. As the tumors grow, serum levels of LDH will rise proportionally to the size of the tumor. Patients with metastatic tumors have almost all high LDH serum levels. Likewise, tumor lysis is accompanied by markedly increased levels of serum LDH. Recurrence of tumors is also typically associated with high serum LDH levels.

**Stem Cell Markers of Germ Cell Tumors**

Testicular tumor stem cell markers have been studied immunohistochemically and by means of molecular biology. These studies’ primary aims were to elucidate the histogenesis of germ cell tumors, define the developmental pluripotency of tumor cells and their pluripotentiality, and improve the histopathologic diagnosis of germ cell tumors. The salient data from these studies have been reviewed comprehensively (7-10, 62, 63). The important tumor cell markers identified so far will be briefly discussed here.
Octamer-Binding Transcription Factor 4 (Oct4)

Oct4 (also known as Oct3, Oct3/4, Pouf1, POU5F1, and Otf3) is a member of the POU-domain family of octamer-binding transcription factors expressed in early murine embryonic cells and primordial germ cells (8-10, 57). OCT4 gene has been localized to chromosome 6p21.3 (64).

OCT4 gene accounts for the stemness and pluripotency of embryonic cells before implanting the embryo and early stages of post-implantation development. If injected into differentiated somatic cells and three other genes (SOX2, MYC, and KLF4), it may transform them into developmentally pluripotent undifferentiated embryonic stem cells (65). It is also expressed in primordial germ cells in the developing fetus but is not apparent in adult spermatogenic cells. OCT4 is also expressed in human embryonic stem cells (EST) cultured in vitro. If these cells are injected into immunodeficient mice, they form benign teratoma composed of somatic tissues. These teratoma cells do not express OCT4 (66). Malignant stem cells produced from EST also express OCT4 (67). However, if these stem cells are allowed to differentiate into yolk sac cells or somatic tissues, they lose OCT4 activity.

OCT4 protein is localized in the nucleus. It is resistant to formalin fixation, and thus it can be demonstrated by immunohistochemistry in tissues. As one would expect from these experimental data mentioned above, testicular embryonal carcinoma cells are also Oct4 positive (68, 69). Furthermore, seminomas and intratubular preinvasive germ cell neoplasia in situ cells are also positive. These studies have also shown that Oct4 is not expressed in yolk sac tumor cells, choriocarcinoma and somatic cells forming teratoma components of NSGCT. The cells of the spermatocytic tumor also negative for Oct4 (11). Several malignant tumors may be positive for Oct4, such as carcinoma of the lung or thymus (57).

c-KIT Protooncogene (CD117)

c-KIT proto-oncogene was initially identified as a human equivalent of the animal oncogene of the Hardy-Zuckerman IV feline sarcoma virus (HZ4-FeSV), including its transforming activity (57, 70, 71). The human c-KIT gene has been localized to chromosome 4q12 (72).

The human c-KIT gene encodes the type III tyrosine kinase receptor, also known as tyrosine-protein kinase KIT, or mast/stem cell growth factor receptor (SCFR). Most pathologists know it as CD117 (73) since it reacts with the antibody to the cluster of differentiation 117 (CD117). It occurs in multiple transcript variants and isoform and is expressed on numerous cells. The c-KIT enzyme plays an important role in many physiological processes such as cell growth and proliferation, melanogenesis, hematopoiesis, angiogenesis and gametogenesis. Dysregulation of c-KIT signaling or gain-of-function mutations of c-KIT gene plays a role in the pathogenesis of various neoplasms (71, 72).

In a comprehensive review of normal tissue and tumors, Miettinen and Lasota (73) have found CD117 immunoreactivity on various cell types including mast cells, some hematopoietic stem cells, germ cells, melanocytes, and Cajal cells of the gastrointestinal tract. Other c-KIT-positive normal cells include epithelial cells in skin adnexa, breast, and subsets of cerebellar neurons. c-KIT positivity has been variably reported in sarcomas such as angiosarcoma, Ewing sarcoma, synovial sarcoma, leiomyosarcoma, and malignant fibrous histiocytoma (MFH); results of the last three are controversial. In addition, c-KIT is expressed in pulmonary and other small cell carcinomas, adenoid cystic carcinoma (breast and salivary glands), renal chromophobe carcinoma, thymic, and some ovarian and few breast carcinomas (usually with basal-like and triple-negative phenotype).

c-KIT gene is expressed in normal fetal gonocytes but not in adult spermatogonia and their derivatives (74). It is expressed in intratubular GCNIS and seminoma (75, 76). Approximately 30% of seminomas are positive in the testis, with a higher rate of positivity recorded in bilateral tumors, extragonadal seminomas, and dysgerminomas (77). Embryonal carcinoma cells and other components of NSGCT are negative. Immunohistochemistry with antibodies to c-KIT is useful when trying to distinguish seminoma from embryonal carcinoma cells.
**Sall4**

Sall4 is a zinc-finger transcription factor originally cloned on sequence homology to Drosophila homeotic genes of the Spalt family (57, 78-80). The human SALL4 gene is located on chromosome 20q13.2 (80). It interacts with three other genes, OCT4, NANOG, and SOX2 in maintaining the stemness and pluripotency of early embryonic cells and in vitro propagated murine and human embryonic stem cells.

SALL4 gene is expressed on primordial germ cells and weakly several fetal organs during early stages of organogenesis, such as neural tube formation, intestinal differentiation, and hepatogenesis. In the testis, it is weakly expressed in normal spermatogonia, in contrast to intense immunohistochemical staining of the nuclei of GCNIS, embryonal carcinoma, and seminoma. Antibodies to Sall4 are among the rare antibodies that react with some of the cells in spermatocytic tumors (57). It is negative in choriocarcinomas, even though sometimes it may react with cytotrophoblastic cells (57). SALL4 is strongly expressed in yolk sac tumors. In the teratomatous part of the mixed germ cell tumors antibodies to Sall4 react with neural tubes and neural cell precursors, as well as many other immature cells (81, 82).

As stated by Miettinen et al. (83), SALL4 is an excellent marker for germ cell tumors, as long as one keeps in mind that it may be expressed in some immature somatic tissues of teratomas. SALL4 can be expressed in poorly differentiated serous carcinoma of the ovary, high-grade urothelial carcinoma, and gastric adenocarcinoma (especially the intestinal type). SALL4 was only rarely (≤ 5%) expressed in common adenocarcinomas, such as breast, large intestine, and squamous cell carcinomas. Many SALL4-positive carcinomas are poorly differentiated and often show strong immunohistochemical positivity mimicking its expression in GCT. SALL4 is not found in hematopoietic tumors and lymphomas, and most sarcomas, but may be found in rhabdoid tumors of the kidney and extrarenal sites and the Wilms tumor (nephroblastoma).

**Sox2**

Sox2 protein is encoded by the gene SOX2, which belongs to the family of some 20 SOX genes (84). The term SOX is a contraction for their full designation, including keywords such as SRY (sex-determining region Y) and high mobility group (HMG) box. These proteins' functions range from embryonic development and stem cell maintenance to homeostasis in adult tissues.

SOX2 gene, one of the SOX family members, was discovered and characterized in humans in 1994 and then localized to the chromosome 3q26.3–q27 (85). SOX2 has a crucial role in stem cell maintenance, lineage fate determination and reprogramming of somatic cells back towards pluripotency. SOX2 plays a role in the pathogenesis of several forms of cancer, including testicular germ cell neoplasia, usually by interacting with the protein product of the OCT4 gene (86). During the testis' fetal development and in testicular germ cell tumors, it is reciprocally expressed to Sox17, another protein of this group, encoded by a gene located on the 8q11.23 chromosome (57, 86).

Studies performed in vitro on ESC, human embryonal carcinoma cells and TCam-2 cell line that has features of seminoma show that Sox2 interacts with Oct4 and is essential for maintaining the undifferentiated state by activating pluripotency-linked genes (86-88). In contrast to Oct4, which is present in primordial germ cells and fetal gonocytes, suppressing these cells' apoptosis, Sox2 is not found in these cells. These cells contain, however, Sox17. As expected, GCNIS and seminoma cells are positive for Oct4 and Sox17 but negative for Sox2. On the other hand, embryonal carcinoma cells are positive for Sox2 and Oct4 and negative for Sox17. Embryonal carcinoma cell lines and seminoma like TCam-2 cell line cultured in vitro reflect the reciprocal expression of Sox2 and Sox17 in germ cell tumors as evidenced immunohistochemically (87, 88).

Immunohistochemical studies of testicular germ cell tumors show that SOX2 gene is expressed in embryonal carcinoma cells, immature neuroepithelium, and some differentiated somatic tissues in teratomas, such as squamous epithelium.
(57, 89, 90). GCNIS and seminoma, yolk sac tumor, and choriocarcinoma, as well as spermatocytic tumor, are negative. SOX2 gene expression is not limited to GCT, and it may be expressed in several somatic adenocarcinomas, such as those of the ovary, breast, and prostate. Its expression correlates with the invasiveness of these cancers (91).

**Other Markers for Embryonal Carcinoma and Seminoma**

Several antibodies raised against various human antigens have been found to react selectively with embryonal carcinoma cells or seminoma cells (92). This reactivity cannot be explained now. Nevertheless, some of these antibodies have been adopted in diagnostic histopathology and will be briefly reviewed here.

**CD30** is a cytokine receptor that belongs to the tumor necrosis factor superfamily (57). Antibodies to CD30 are used as a diagnostic marker in hematopathology. However, these antibodies also react quite specifically with embryonal carcinoma cells in various GCT (92, 93). Overall, CD30 is considered a useful marker for embryonal carcinomas, especially if there is a need to distinguish embryonal carcinoma from seminoma or yolk sac tumors, which are negative for this marker. CD30 is not expressed in GCNIS either. Some seminomas contain scattered CD30 positive cells; most likely, these cells are nascent embryonal carcinoma cells within those seminomas that are abortively trying to differentiate into embryonal carcinoma (57). Embryonal carcinoma cells surviving chemotherapy often lose CD30, and accordingly, antibodies to CD30 should not be used for identifying embryonal carcinoma cells in post-chemotherapy patients (94).

**Podoplanin (PDPN)** is a transmembrane sialoglycoprotein found in numerous tissues, most notably lymphatic endothelium (57). Its name relates to the fact that it was identified in glomerular podocytes, but it is also known as M2A (D2-40) antigen and gp36 (aggrus, T1A-2) (95). The best-known commercially available monoclonal antibody reacting with PDPN is D2-40. Antibody D2-40 reacts with fetal gonocytes, but not with spermatogenic cells in the adult seminiferous tubules (95, 96). However, it is positive in GCNIS and seminoma and could be considered an excellent marker for seminomas. However, a certain number of embryonal carcinomas react with D2-40 antibody as well (97). Therefore, Lau et al. (97) warn that D2-40 is not always a reliable antibody for distinguishing seminomas from embryonal carcinoma and recommend using antibodies to CD117 and CD30 instead.

**Other Antibodies**, usually in the monoclonal form, have been tested on germ cell tumors to identify diagnostic tumor cell markers. Some of these markers have been reviewed in detail by Favilla et al. (92), Preda and Nogales (57), and Oosterhuis and Looijenga (76). Most of these markers have not been adopted for routine usage in diagnostic pathology laboratories, even though they have been extensively tested in investigative studies. Expression of potential tumor markers such as doublesex and mab-3 related transcription factor 1 (encoded by the gene *DMRT1*) has been registered in very rare testicular GCT, such as spermatocytic tumors and mixed germ cell-sex cord Sertoli cell tumors; reagents for such markers will be limited in use to only highly specialized laboratories (98). Some of potentially useful GCT markers including proteins encoded by genes such as *NANOG, LIN28, TCL-1, UTF-1, KLF4, AP-2γ, IMP3* have been reviewed recently (57, 92).

It is worth mentioning that antibodies to some ubiquitous cell components, such as cytokeratins, can be used in the immunohistochemical evaluation of some germ cell tumors (99). However, such antibodies are best used if included in a diagnostic panel with other reagents. Positive or negative results obtained with such antibodies are thus interpreted in the context of other findings. On the other hand, some antibodies considered to be diagnostic for certain pathological entities are occasionally found to react with GCT and could cause a diagnostic pitfall, as in terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase (TdT), a well-known hematopathologic biomarker (100). Likewise, thyroid transcription factor 1 (encoded by the gene *TTF-1*), a reli-
able marker of the thyroid and pulmonary cancers, may be positive in some yolk sac tumors (101).

**Yolk Sac Tumor Markers**

Yolk sac tumors (YST) of the infantile testis and the yolk sac components of mixed germ cell tumors react with several antibodies, some of which have proven to be useful in histopathological practice. Since YST presents in various microscopic patterns (101), such tumors’ immunohistochemical profile may be quite variable.

Alpha-fetoprotein is a reliable yolk sac marker, discussed above. However, AFP is expressed unevenly in yolk sac tumors, and the interpretation of spotty findings may be problematic. Furthermore, as a secretory protein, it is found in the plasma, and accordingly, the staining of tissue sections may be smudgy. Additional markers have thus been used for immunohistochemical diagnosis of yolk sac tumor, usually to prove their GCT nature and/or early endodermal or hepatoid differentiation.

The most reliable GCT marker for yolk sac tumors is **SALL4**. **PLAP** is also positive, whereas the tumor cells are negative for **SOX2, OCT4, and CD117** (102). YSTs are also positive for **CDX2**, an endodermal and intestinal marker, as well as for **glypican 3 and GATA3**. Markers for hepatoid differentiation such as **HEPAR1, hepatocyte nuclear factor 1 β** (103, 104) are also useful markers for YST. **Zinc finger and BTB domain containing 16 (ZBTB16)**, a gene expressed during spermatogenesis, is another promising YST marker (105).

**Conclusions and Future Directions**

Serologic and immunohistochemical markers for GCT have been extensively studied during the last 30 years. Reagents for the most useful markers have been included in the standard sets used in clinical practice. Genetic and molecular biologic profiling of GCT has been performed in numerous laboratories providing genetic underpinning to the clinical and serologic tests. Many of these genetic studies, including those that are still in the experimental stage, have been reviewed in detail in several lengthy articles (106-113), clearly showing that molecular biology will play a pivotal role in future research and many international efforts to refine the diagnosis of testicular GCT. Collaborative initiatives such as Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO), an international public repository that archives and freely distributes microarray and next-generation sequencing (NGS) data, could facilitate the search for novel GCT markers (114).
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